Global Awakening News
Commentary and Guidance for Enlightened Change During Rapidly Changing Times

“A-List” Update

March 5, 2010
“More data does not lead to better information, more information does not lead to greater
knowledge, more knowledge does not lead to wisdom. Wisdom in the ways of humans does not lead
to true spiritual wisdom.”

Introduction to the first “A-List” update of 2010
The 2009 December concluding issue of Global Awakening News (GA:News) was intended to
embrace the material from the previous three years and bring things to the present in one
sweep. It was not a summary issue, it was written afresh, in keeping with what has transpired
at various levels of existence. Version 1.1 has corrections to previous typographical errors.
In the material we published over the past three years or so, a fairly complete description and
analysis has been made of the situation of humans on earth, the higher levels of existence, the
nature of the dark forces, ascension, and much more. The focus is on the reconnection to the
Light, spiritual evolution, and our soul-level evolution. And while there will be some surprises
occurring to our human selves, until there is a clear connection to higher self and a more
ascended state of awareness, there is nothing to do to “save” humanity. We can only be of
mutual support and aid to one another and where possible with our local neighbors and close
personal network. This is of greater significance and greater value to the situation of humanity
than any pretense of inherently limited and false social movements.
Since mid-February, I have been making notes for this first update to everyone who has
selected themselves to be in the “A-List”. No more wide distributions, only to those who
specifically have requested this material. I have tried to keep these notes brief.
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Announcements:
•

CORRECTIONS: Version 1.1 revisions to the December 2009 Global Awakening News
are being made. The first section will be uploaded by Sunday March 7th to replace the
initial one. No substantive changes have been made, mostly these are typographical or
grammatical errors that have been corrected.

•

TRANSLATIONS: New Spanish and Dutch translations to selected articles have been
th
posted and new ones will be up on March 7 . As always, if there are individuals with
proficient language translation skills who wish to volunteer to help in non-English
translation, please let us know. Thank you so much!

•

MONTANA: Our wonderful 20-acre Western Montana property is for sale and we will
be relocating for personal reasons. Anyone interested in taking this over as a private or
cooperative group retreat, please let us know. A $5,000 “thank you” goes to
whomever refers a successful buyer to us. Information on the property can be found at
www.gnn-1.net and PDF overview at
http://www.pfcn.net/bulletins/GA%20News%20Montana.pdf

•

MAINE: If anyone is interested in sharing a land purchase in north-central Maine with
Tish and me, please let us know directly at <mailto:info@pfcn.net>. We are not
intending on a “spiritual community”, just a simple cooperative arrangement with a
few spiritually-aware households who would appreciate privacy, peace, and quiet in
such a locale and to be able to have some cooperative elements such as studio/shops,
food growing and storage capacity, alternative power, etc. Why bother, you might ask?
Simply there are some who are called to be here for a various “potential reasons”. Such
being the case, why not in an existing conducive environment such a north-central
Maine? While I am still here, I for one would like a peaceful respite with renewed
connection to nature in the northeast with woods and ponds and meadows, while it is
possible.

Opening Remarks
Many times I have tried to emphasize the importance of decoupling from the old system
materially and energetically focus on one’s spiritual evolution, etc. If it is truly not possible to
relocate to a safer, more supportive locale for one’s ordinary physical existence, then the
challenge is even more of an inner focus. I realize that for many who are seemingly in
agreement with the foregoing, they retain an understandable tendency to maintain something
of a “white-knuckle grip” on the old while watching for the signs and indications that it really is
over and that all that remains is the inner/higher self existence. It does no good to be
monitoring the external world in that way. Find a way to maintain a more “relaxed attention”
on the death of the old, the planetary and space environment, the human social-political
environment. Do not be like one who unconsciously wanders out toward a receding sea to
look at the fascinating new shore features while a massive tsunami builds in the distance. By
then it will be too late to change trains. Conscious awakening and ascension is what this is
about, not fighting or hanging on to the old.
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Soon, the present economic illusion will be destroyed further, and extensive global military,
social, and economic problems will converge into multiple human “tsunamis”. This will not be
something you can schedule in to your appointment book. Neither can we calendar the
predicted halving of the financial market indices or the earth’s change in geo-physical
orientation. Meanwhile, trillions of dollars of wealth continued to be dedicated to the most
depraved level of destructive global conquest while the populations of many countries,
especially in the USA, are discovering that they and their children have no conceivable
material future. Yet, so many have been so addicted to the old ways that they will find every
possible denial to support military-political theft from others to maintain a pathological
existence.
If the old reality does not dissolve away as major human and planetary catastrophes come to
pass, then those who are still enmeshed in such a reality will be in for a very rough time in
nearly every respect imaginable.
What is developing will bring out the best and worst of humans. But what will make for a
complete turning will first come from the higher levels of existence, not the human level. At
present too few have any idea of truth or falsehood and have not the time or capacity to learn
the difference, eventually many will realize too late that the end of this civilization has arrived.
Many of us in common interest networks, such as this one, are here on earth at this time to
observe, advise, and learn as long as it is a workable proposition. It is not necessary to be
caught up in the growing suffering, even for those who will be called to be of gentle aid from
time to time. Even in this network of those consciously awakening, there is not a homogeneity
of destiny. And there certainly is not a homogenous or uniform destiny for those beings who
are presently expressing some aspects of themselves through the human self.
As we move through March, further dislocations in human society are expected –economic
and otherwise. The most severe set of changes appears to develop in November of 2010 and
from then on…
As you look at the ascending fractal time plots for this year, prior to the near vertical slide
down, do you find yourself wondering if the markets will go up, one last time? Or perhaps if
this is the advent of the new society, the “great change” promised by the powers-that-be and
those effectively doing their bidding? Or whether this period will be marked by war, earth
changes, or new solar/space energies? I would ask what does it matter? Once one has moved
into the new energies and begins seeing from a higher level of knowing, “going back” is
impossible.

Notes on New Creation and New Earth
In the essay, “Makings Things, Ways of the New Creation” (from the December 2009 GA:News http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Making%20Things-New%20Creation.pdf ), a very different way
of being in a physical realm is presented, one that is in dramatic contrast to the present ways
of human existence. What is presented is more aligned with the original intention for
physicality in a planetary environment such as Earth –and with the remaking/correction of this
creation by Creator of All.
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Reflection on this leads to further considerations of the nature of 3d reality in the greater
scheme of things. Consider that Creator of All has, until recently, been unable to comprehend
the full extent of the situation here at this level of existence. At our own soul levels, direct
contact had been lost, until recently, between our own higher self and human self. This is like
losing circulation and feeling in a part of ones body. Environments such as Earth were
originally intended to be gardens from which could grow new creator beings who could further
grow and evolve to be like the Creator of All. In reforming the creation process, our larger soul
being will be looking for new ways to maintain intimate connection to as full of a range of
creation structures and dimensions as possible. It does no good if aspects of our greater soul
being are so distant or otherwise cut-off and left suffering in a toxic social and physical soup.
Just as this zone of creation had been cut off or heavily obscured from the larger creation
system and Creator of All, so was our human zone self cut off from our higher self. This is a
higher level version of “as below, as above”.
It is interesting to sift through various spiritually-oriented or “social-progressive” material and
see incessant emphasis on the “grand days of Atlantis” or the waxing over all the wonderful
things humans will be making, doing, etc. while projecting the perspective of the present day
paradigm. These so-called visionaries generally reference various time periods of a fallen
humanity and unconsciously or deliberately project this into some “glorious future” or “golden
age”. A fallen existence does not overcome its state by mining and manufacturing its way into
a new material existence.
Those who are withdrawing to their inner/outer sanctuaries may find the opportunity to
explore the possibilities of ascension consciousness and from there explore the possibilities of
directly interacting with the fabric that underlies physical reality. It will be from a remade and
renewed creation that the inhabitants of this Earth can embark on a truly symbiotic
relationship.

Time, Future, and the Changes
For many who have had the experience of visioning or experiencing past or future events, this
usually involves extending some aspect of ones energy body or point of consciousness into
what we might call the past or into the future. The question I always have (especially with
future viewing or visiting) has to do with sorting out whether ones energetic antennae are
picking up major stuff rippling outward from something major yet to occur in this reality –or
are actually "being there" in the future. It is often difficult to tell the difference. For some,
there may be a “guide entity” from another vibrational existence –perhaps an aspect of their
own greater self, perhaps some other being. In any case, it is best to discern what is what
through ones own perspective, rather than have it explained by another.
Getting future dates and places exact enough to note in ones calendar is exceedingly rare.
Even more rare is when those events actually occur in the expected calendar time frame. The
most accurate seems to be what occurs within a 3-week to 3-day interval when it comes to
important stuff. Then there are those fast “look-aheads” that span mere minutes. There again,
I wonder if it is more a function of being a good receiver of events that are of meaning to one’s
self. Nailing down months and years even in the short term is a squishy thing. While I am
reasonably confident that there are major earthchanges and certain traumatic human-origin
events soon to occur, the truly major spiritual events are very much “up in the air” and I do not
know anyone who can come up with an accurate enough prediction for the 2011-2013 period
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beyond general events in “windows of high likelihood” and issue general cautions and
recommendations in anticipation.
In looking into the period around 2011-2013 it is hazy, some have described it as a fog. This
has to do with the deliberate tweakings and guidings that are occurring in the higher levels
while our human selves have been deliberately left out of the loop on the details. In
attempting to probe the details of the near future years, it would seem that God has been
masking what is most probable. “Chaotics” is one way of describing this. Few, if any, have
penetrated this to report back with any accuracy. To my understanding, so much is unknown
at the higher levels, and what is known to be most highly probable must be concealed from all
concerned parties to prevent interference –deliberate or inadvertent. (Yet another reason why
objective-oriented global meditations serve little point.)
The earth’s orbital and tilt alterations will be changed. What triggers this will also be a matter
of speculation. Solar? Galactic? Internal planetary dynamics? All of these to be sure are
involved. A major shift in the earth’s angle of tilt, for example will likely have little warning. As
to the extent of crustal slip versus more complete change in the entire planetary mass is open
to speculation.
There have been various ambiguous references to a “new sun”. Perhaps this refers to a new
vibrational state of human beings and/or the sun itself. As to there being two suns, a number
of good researchers have found records of Venus having been like a second sun, most likely
due to solar plasma energy. In what ancient records are available, there is evidence of this
having occurred more than once. Perhaps another planet will be involved and perhaps this
Earth will have new orbital pattern in the planetary system.
There is a varied topology of transformational changes in the period we are now in. In
response to certain cosmic and other energies and planetary events, many are reporting an
increase in unusual experiences and enhanced awareness –eyes open or closed.
For those whose priorities are spiritual evolution, some will develop a partially ascended
consciousness while still embodied, some will leave the 3d Earth level altogether. For some
this may involve consciously walking out of their physical bodies by means of their energy
bodies, and leaving their physical body behind. There also are those whose physical bodies will
reach a higher vibrational state, becoming invisible to those in lower vibrational states. While
some of this may sound exciting, I caution against becoming attached to any of these
experiences, unless one knows with the certainty of ones higher self. I do not know what the
implications are of vibrating ones physical body out of phase with this reality. It seems
“spiritually experimental”.
Many catastrophically die from their bodies and from there will be assisted and helped to sort
things out. And there will be those who will “keep on keeping on” –righteously or
unrighteously, simply out of habit until it is time to go.
Given the vastness of the all of creation and all the creations and universes it contains, time is
not uniform throughout and it functions in different ways within the larger dynamics of the
totality of creation. So one way of "time traveling" is in transcending the predominate
patterns in a given vibrational level –or to look from a reference point outside of local
time/space. Thus one is like an outside observer –local and non-local in this case. While this
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process seems to disclose changes at a planetary and solar system level, it does not yet yield
details within the chrysalis of this human-earth locale.

Time Wave Plots
The economic indicators, prescient warnings by certain financial information sources, and
major earthquakes all coincide with this period of interim downward slide illustrated by the
FractalTimeWave plots on the following pages. Do upward moving plots indicating something
“good”? Doesn’t work that way.

First quarter of this year (the magenta marker is at Feb 15)
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And the whole year (the magenta marker is at June 30 2010).

2010 through 2013 (the magenta marker line is about June 30 2011)

For more on this see:
http://www.fractal-timewave.com/this_month/this_month.htm and comments at
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=52.0 on Time, 2012, and related.
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Sun and Space Energies
I am referring first to those noteworthy events that space science
watchers will be reporting on. One is that the anticipated solar
changes are now underway. One solar forecaster who tracks these
things is expecting a significant change in April. As this was being
written, a dramatic 200 million km long discharge filament collapsed
on the sun, sending out blasts of solar radiation.
In January and February there have been massive planetary-sized
objects photographed near the sun. From my own examination of
scores of the high resolution images (best to use a very fast Internet
connection), these objects appear to have certain regular patterns
Recent CME on March 5th
to their configuration, as one might expect from an some type of
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/pi
spacecraft –and there are several which are quite evident in many
ckoftheweek/
images from the STEREO satellites. Link:
http://stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov/beacon/beacon_secchi.shtml .
Also, there is a new space image and data site from NASA:
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/WISE/multimedia/images20100216.html

Earthchanges
For those not aware, destructive cyclonic storms have
affected much of the eastern Pacific region and
western Europe. The magnitude and number of major
earth quakes has continued to grow. The breakup of
the Greenland ice has increased partly from changes
in the ocean currents and large portions of the
Antarctic ice sheet continue to break up in coastal
areas. Expanding droughts have forced millions to
leave their traditional lands. The major earthquakes in
Haiti and Chile recently have coincided with a period
of increased economic decline (see the Fractal Time
plots below). While many will discuss and debate the
fundamental earthly and extra-earthly influences, we
are in a period of increasing change to our physical
and social existence.

Count of Worldwide Earthquakes 6.0 magnitude and
greater - 1973 through 2009
from http://urbansurvival.com/week.htm/

It was estimated that the 9.1 magnitude Sumatran earthquake in 2004 shifted the earth’s axis
by 2.3 inches. What is even more interesting is that Bloomberg, a major business and
economic news service reported on March 1 that NASA has estimated the 8.8 magnitude
Chilean quake shifted the earth’s axis about 3 inches. These are precursors to a much large
patterns of earth changes that are further linked with changes in this solar system and beyond.
(Map showing global major quakes: http://www.iris.edu/seismon/.)
It is interesting that mainstream media has given attention to the question of whether there is
a connection between major earth quakes (Haiti, Japan, Taiwan, Chile) in such a short period
of time. The experts they are featured claim, of course, that there is no connection between
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these events. Without presuming the use of energy weapons, these are all occurring at major
fault zones that are responding to internal and external influences to the planet. A review of
recent centuries of major quakes shows there have been ample catastrophic ones, including
the USA East Coast and West Coast –areas that have not experienced truly catastrophic quakes
in the recent centuries. A naively complacent, short term perspective leads to the unfortunate
disregarding of one or two hundred years ago as “ancient history”.
For those interested in chemtrails monitoring, there is a website that is attempting to bring
together this information. As is typical of officialdom, the technology is tested, proven and
already out and about when any sort of official announcement is made. So, how many tons of
aluminum and other toxic substances are to be dumped into the atmosphere?
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/. There are other websites of course, some focused on
monitoring the chemicals, etc. These aerosol projects serve other purposes, including
population reduction (think of a trinary bio-weapon), mind/mood control, distant imaging
using the atmosphere as a lens/antenna, energy weapons, space weapons, weather control,
and of course assorted research, etc.

The Sky is Falling?!
Qapiragajuq: An Update on "Tilting of the Earth", Inuit comments on planetary changes:
“To better understand this, we've been in constant dialogue between scientsists and elders,
and have discovered that a warming northern atmosphere has actually altered the visual
landscape of the Arctic, which has caused the sun, moon and stars to appear out of position
in the sky. An optical tilt of the earth caused by refraction rather than a physical one!”
There were those who took these and other statements from native people who live in the
polar region out of context and reported, as if from an unimpeachable authority, that this
proved the earth and sun were changing positions!
In the northern regions the atmosphere has a very different quality to it for various reasons
and this may well accentuate the optical effects. The Earth’s magnetic field has been
fluctuation greatly over the recent decades and the magnetic field tends to be weak in the
polar regions. This affects magnetic compasses. To read more on this, see link:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1059.msg4504#msg4504.
Stimulated by questions and concerns of others,
some people have recently “noticed” changes in the
orientation of the crescent in a partial moon and
added to the above that this is “proof” that the
planet’s tilting. This of course gets copied all over
the Internet. For those interested in these matters,
here is a clear and graphical explanation of this
shifting crescent:
There are precession changes and an erratic wobble
to the earth’s axis. I monitor a couple of sources for circular plots of the axis wobble. Given the
near hysteria from some websites, a little common sense is needed in considering the
possibility of a tilt or crustal shift: First of all, there are an enormous number of amateur
astronomers, some with very sophisticated technology. These people talk to one another and
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post at forums. It is not possible to hide a physical tilt
change beyond the known wobbling that can be seen in a
number of public and private x-y circular plots. Of course
there are many sensationalistic Internet forums and video
showcases that specialize in fear-mongering hyperbole as
they create and propagate distortions. There is also a
mind-control facet to these websites, not just simple
stupidity. Flagging certain ideas with key terms makes it
easier to track the effects of various fear-mongering for
potential use in future social control efforts.
It is good to be alert and attentive, but hair-trigger,
(Above two diagrams are from
hyper-vigilance serves no useful purpose. When a
http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/shadow/qu
massive solar energy field overwhelms the earth’s
estions/question43.html)
field, there will be very little advance warning and
then it will be mostly for those closest to the information and monitoring sources. There is no
guarantee that the space science sources through the Internet will be reliable at that time.
When the earth begins to shift more dramatically, those paying attention will notice pre-cursor
events. By that time, there is very little that anyone can do, unless you are unlucky to be on
the “favored list” for the powers-that-be post-cataclysm insane new world. Those who are keen
on living through this are already in a process of relocating to more remote areas.

Military, Armaments, War, and the Dark
In the book, Nineteen Eighty-Four, George Orwell described a superstate, Oceania, whose language
of war inverted lies that "passed into history and became truth. 'Who controls the past,' ran the
Party slogan, 'controls the future: who controls the present controls the past'."
There is an ongoing build-up of military technology in the Gulf of Aden/Persian Gulf zone –as
well as in areas of Europe and Asia and these are solely preparatory to war. Naval and other
military forces involve all the major military forces. This is involving all countries with ocean
coastline. (No, this is not about some nonsensical “star-gate” Internet rumor that has
consumed so much energy of those most naïve and gullible. These outlandish stories are
usually promoted by disinformation sites and very often planted by social mind controllers
who are testing and probing networks of people via the Internet.)
Providing over two-thirds of the entire global supply, the USA is the worlds largest arms
supplier to itself, other governments, and all manner of interests. The vast majority of the USA
internal economy is based upon technology and organization designed to dominate humanity
and to destroy life and the biosphere. This provides some social and economic basis for the
fact that a majority of the USA population support the wars in the Middle East region, the state
of Israel, the arrogant positioning of the USA as global hegemonist, the use of torture, the
death penalty.
Let us not mistake the corruption of arms makers and dealers with the ghastly purposes of
small and large wars. They may be able to nudge or inflame events here or there, but these
conflicts are fundamentally influenced by a higher and darker agenda operated by individuals
who have no need for money.
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Since I started this update around Feb 12, I noted that “Valentine’s Day” also marks the
anniversary of the incineration of Dresden, Germany in 1945, a predominately civilian city
that had not experienced much of wartime aerial bombing. Estimates range from about
50,000 to over 100,000 dead from this saturation bombing –a non-nuclear “Hiroshima and
Nagasaki” type of event. This calculated event of political-military terrorism was for the
purpose of “sending the Russians a message”. At the time, the end of WW2 was obvious to
those who were running the war, and the only major question being the partitioning of the tripartite spheres of influence over Europe and other regions. Of course it was more than a
political message, such events are also meant to impress profound fear upon masses of
people, regardless of who or where they are. This single bombing campaign was only one of
many terrible military actions that occurred during the war period. It does, however stand out
due to its uniqueness and that it was designed and engineered through the UK military and
Churchill government and fully sanctioned by the USA and the Roosevelt government. Of
course there are those foolish ones today who would prefer to promote figures such as
Churchill, Roosevelt and others of their ilk as model humans. (One such folly is a planned
$7+ million statue in the Oakland California area, complete with school curricula promoting
falsehoods of history with which to poison young minds.)
I mention these points in to contrast naïve notions that the powers-that-be would not want to
decimate humanity and ravage the planet with world war. To the contrary, events have shown
how willing they are to kill hundreds of millions of people to serve their ends. The incineration
of Dresden and much of its population represented the start of a remote-controlled
technological war. Then came the atomic bombing of hundreds of thousands in Japan, then
the electronic battlefield of Vietnam and Cambodia, whereby hundreds of thousands were
exterminated by technology of mass death. Then again in 1991 when tens of thousands
surrendering Iraqis leaving Kuwait under direction of the USA command were executed en
masse, and on and on it goes to this day in Afghanistan where tactical nuclear weapons have
been used. With enormous fleets of drones currently rolling off the production lines, pilots and
skippers will no longer be as essential.
Is there such a thing as “just war”, or is it all “just” war? To involve so many millions of people,
WW2 was advertised as a “just war”, an anti-fascist war, and thus millions of anti-imperialists
and pacifists were tricked into participating. Today we know it was not “just” in any manner
and that it was global manipulation by the well hidden hand of TPTB. All sides involved were
part of a larger chessboard whose players supported or withheld support regardless of
nationality or stated political ideology.
More and more, global military power of the powers-that-be will emanate from remote control
operations centers. The computer screens will provide visual information from satellites,
ground based imaging, unmanned planes, and robotic equipment on the ground or undersea.
Death and destruction will come from a variety of sources, including space and ground based
directed energy weapons. Robotic machines and artificially-stimulated humans will engage
human ground forces. While this is the present direction of warfare, such plans will be severely
limited and interrupted by major changes to our planetary and space environment. But in the
short run of these coming few years, such technologies will become more and more relied
upon, at least until other influences bring an end to most of it. The human and higher level
dark forces are playing a game of control over earth and humans with the threat of a scorched
earth policy if they cannot prevail.
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In the Middle East, Asia, and other areas of the human world, there are people of common
racial ancestry who acquired, and then socially-reinforced, various beliefs over the recent
millennia. What may have begun at a tribal/familial level, became political-economic and
religious differences, usually through meme engineering by various dark agencies. The
religious differences themselves were not based upon any spiritual awakening, but rather upon
convenient myths supporting a manipulated and fractured sense of history that was further
overlaid with intergenerational strife. One religious-cultural bifurcation, then another; each
bifurcation resulting in more potential groupings of humans to be thrown against one another
in an invisible control matrix that grew in complexity as the human population grew.
Following global human catastrophe from planetary changes thousands of years ago, human
population growth was facilitated through various natural developments and interventions. The
more humans, the more light energy was available. The dark forces dominated and so this
helped feed their development as well. The introduction of religious beliefs throughout the
human populated world were one of the most effective and durable meme engineering
systems devised for social or political control.
Eventually basic social-religious-economic difference bifurcated further creating even more
variations to conflict and strife that helped feed the interests of the dark forces.
In those areas of the world where this was concentrated the most, such as in Asia and the
Middle East, the very ground itself became deeply infected with the most dark and toxic
energies. These concentrations of darkness are so profound that no ordinary social change
process could ever change the negative dynamics of humans living there.
Whatever the details of how this was and presently is engineered, it is unfortunate that so
many humans are so caught up in the miasms of the “matrix world order”. At our higher levels
of existence, a global catastrophe of humans is not desired, but it may be required. If it does
occur, it will at least demonstrate to those soul beings who need to know why such a situation
must never ever again occur within creation.

Let Us Not be Fooled
Based on recent correspondence, I am including these additional points concerning the end of
this civilization to help with the decoupling process.
There are not nor have there ever been such a thing as truly “sovereign nations”. When
convenient, the powers-that-be work under whatever flag is most suits their aims. It was no
accident that the USA, in a short period from its founding, became the preeminent superpower
and global “death star” base.
The illusion of nations is a mystery to most people. The moment ones thinks in terms of a
nation does this, and a nation does that, one has unconsciously accepted a control meme. Just
like ascribing the actions of a nation to given head of state. Heads of state do not make the
really important decisions.
So be very circumspect in your language, rather than saying how the USA (or other country) is
“the aggressor”. If you knew that the same forces that influence (and control) Russian,
Chinese, leaders as well as those in the USA, then it becomes impossible to label any of these
parties as “the aggressor” –all are being used. The humans within those societies who
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unfortunately identify with the falsehood of nationalism have practically forfeited their lives for
the lies of any elements of the powers-that-be. It is all an expression of a fallen existence and
an expression of dark side manipulations –human and otherwise.
There are no sides to take, no alliances to support or oppose. (Besides, today’s “alliance for
peace” may become a rationalization for war tomorrow.)
Humanity is not capable of extricating itself from the present dilemmas given its present stage
of development. The powers-that-be on earth and above have seen to that. I have written
about many levels to this in GA:News.
What is happening now is that there are a few more who are acknowledging or are discussing
global awakening, ascension, or the dark forces –but who are doing so with the appearance of
some sophistication. Two well-known alternative media “personalities” have recently joined
up. One overtly promotes hatred, anger, reactionary responses with confusion to cover the
real truth on behalf of the powers-that-be, while professing to revealing the real truth. After a
brief transition from promoting fear and paranoia about secret powers and aliens, then
promoting “love”, this other personality is now presenting “global spiritual awakening” in
combination with the hate site. We are finding an increasing level of social-political insanity
being deliberately promoted by all manner of individuals, all objectively serving the interests of
the powers-that-be.
As I have mentioned previously, other publications and websites have co-opted “global
awakening” to their subheadings, to appeal to a growing segment of people interested in
“awakening” from a growing nightmare. This co-opting of “awakening” is also to further their
role as agents for a new age/United Nations version of a “happy face” for global fascism. The
two aforementioned presences on the world wide web have adopted this to better reach more
and more people with their message of fear and hatred, people who otherwise would not pay
much attention. The notion of “awakening” is creeping into commercial advertising and
television propaganda as the next variation beyond that idiotic and banal expression, “making
a difference”. While some might be pleased that the concept of spiritual awakening is being
talked about more, I do not share such enthusiasm since in nearly all instances it is to convey
misdirection and falsehoods. Since the advent of mass psychological controls and state of the
art advertising communications, anything can be readily co-opted, adopted, re-branded, and
twisted around by anyone with the intelligence and the funds to do so. The “efficiency curve”
of this control process is astonishing and disturbingly brilliant. (I would also mention that this
is one reason why certain linguistics-based forecasting systems are unable to accurately
identify certain social trends.)
Recently, we have been getting email invitations for yet another grand coalition of NGO’s and
others named “Four-Years-Go”, this time for the vague goal of changing the future of humanity
within four years. This is being led by people who have been involved in all manner of
misdirection and disinformation for decades through various non-profits, the usual charity
appeals, focused on narrow and at times conflicting interests, while helping to maintain the
control system. They typically have supported the Clintons and Obama and the USA
Democratic Party. So it is no surprise that this new campaign promotes Al Gore and globalwarming-as-uber-threat. This latest appeal is to get people to donate energy and money while
their leaders help front for a friendly face to global fascism, solve global warming, promote
world peace, etc., etc.
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Leaders of this project have a long history of promoting the falsehoods that masquerade as
“good works”. John/Jack Rosenberg (aka “Werner Erhard” of EST fame) is an influential
mentor of questionable background. He helped promote “voluntarism” and personal power.
The Secret. Corrupt practices promoting “selfish empowerment”. Build you own personal
power and siphon energy from others. Whatever you do, do not challenge the basic structure
and premises of the “matrix world order”. One of his foundational premises was that the
world was perfect, just as it is and that the only problems was to change yourself. The leaders
of EST and its various offshoots such as Landmark Education have also been very much
enamored with being “big fish in small ponds”.
Over the years, the various projects these people have been involved with have been more
about promoting falsehoods than doing anything serious about the problems of humanity.
While the constituent members of most of these groups have honest intentions, overall their
energies have been misdirected into channels that do not address the fundamental problems.
Here are some “accomplishments” from these would be “new leaders”:
Talk up ending world hunger: But do nothing to challenge its cause.
Talk up world peace: But do nothing to challenge the fundamental causes for these wars.
Talk up indigenous people: But do not really challenge the oil and agribusinesses.
Talk up “consciousness”: But do nothing to promote genuine spiritual awareness, keep it
misdirected and controlled.
Talk up Gorbachev, State of the World Forum, UN, and the Earth Charter: Do not nothing to
expose the true role of global imperialism and the powers-that-be.
Talk up Al Gore and the Clintons and the USA Democratic Party: Perpetuate the control
falsehoods and gain personal power and influence.
And to the above, add “Four Years Go” project: Promote the lies of global warming as a threat,
bury the truth of the matrix world order under more layers of falsehoods, and provide a social
basis for the new “happy face” to global fascism.
What is their end goal? While they have very little stated, they have said they want to raise
billions of US dollars in four years. Of course, all they really need to do is formalize their
relationship with Al Gore, and take a cut of his carbon-trading scheme that has already
enriched him with hundreds of millions of dollars and their fund raising goal is solved.
These people have all had ample opportunities to “walk the talk” during their careers as
populist/social-progressive leaders. They could have readily raised enormous sums of money
from very wealthy patrons, but did not and preferred to promote small, ineffective, and
usually futile courses. So now they want to engage countless millions of people, tie up their
energies and minds in more misdirection and distractions --and help them to feel good doing
it.
In addition, one major labor union announced plans to organize the unemployed at a block
level throughout the USA. Given the collaboration between the major labor union leaders and
capital owners, and the historical tendency of this particular union to represent the more
privileged strata of the manufacturing work force, such an effort would likely lead to a deadend of demanding jobs from business or government and supporting “pro-labor” political
candidates. This would represent another facet to some social reaction to the forthcoming
economic catastrophe and war that is on the immediate horizon. However, given the
efficiency of the social control system, this will more likely become part of the new social
control system. One taps into the “working class” while other social control schemes will reach
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into the intellectuals and “middle class”. People will do what they will do in response to their
socialization and state of consciousness.
Without benefit of our own “higher gnosis”, there are no ordinary human level solutions to the
“problem of humanity”. To focus on this is to dissipate precious spiritual energies.
It is not at all possible for any honest social or political movement to ever gain traction and
effect new paradigm changes. These “new” efforts are only new ways of keeping people tied
to the one world goals of the powers that be. The social control system has nearly unlimited
capacity to co-opt anything and everything to its purposes. World religious and political
“ism’s”, ideas and organizations are all under the sway of a rapidly degenerating existence.
This process of rapid cooptation and opportunistic adaptation is all part of the “matrix world
order” flexible control system.
I caution against presuming Internet-based “alternative media” to be presenting truthful
material. Too many people absorb such information, some of it outlandish beyond reason,
expecting the reporters to be people of integrity. Partly the Internet is a rumor mill, partly a
disinformation and misdirection source, partly a meme-testing platform to test reaction of
people to fear-hysteria and the unreasonable or absurd. Only to a limited extent does the
Internet serve to connect people with any clarity. Recently there have been near hysterical
postings that the moon is upside down, certain constellations are upside down, and that all
these major earthquakes are the result of energy weapons, along with various other
“revelations” from people who have no credibility. Yes, there are directed energy weapons
that can trigger earthquakes and steer cyclones. But major earthquakes are preceded by
intense energy releases from the Earth’s crust that also trigger strange cloud formations and
light refraction, as demonstrated by the research of Zhonghao Shou. So even if you could
determine truth from such a “tangled web”, what would be the point after all?
In the USA the “six o-clock broadcast news” is relied upon by two-thirds of the population for
information. This “news” is half advertisements, half sound bites, usually emphasizing the
most awful behaviors. Major print/Internet news sources continue to report that an economic
“recovery” is in process. At the same time, other specialized sources inform that high level
insiders have been selling their shares at record levels now and that unemployment is at 20%
in the USA and heading for 25% soon. There are new indicators of the collapse of the US dollar
before the end of this year and high level speculators are stocking up on gold shares.
Meanwhile, the British pound may collapse first and Greece and Portugal may officially
collapse their economies.
The level of global military preparations has escalated in such a way, that the near-term
likelihood term outbreak of a major war continues to increase. Military hardware continues to
be positioned, while various forces take their positions in various locations around the world,
not just in the “hot zone” of the Gulf of Aden/Persian Gulf. Yes, with a good grasp of global
geo-politics and the options for the “endgame” it is sometimes possible to discern what is true
and what is not. But the question remains, why give anymore of your precious energy that
absolutely necessary if you are clearly done with the old? While the old is breaking up and
dissolving, it is still the dominant paradigm for 3d social reality. So continue to look both ways
before crossing streets, but always remember why you are doing so. That is about it. I cannot
make this any plainer.
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The fundamental corruption of people at all levels of society is beyond ordinary
comprehension. There is the darkness of the powers-that-be and the tens of millions who
benefit most directly from their largesse, the toxic values and beliefs that billions of people are
infected with, the extent of all forms of child abuse and family violence worldwide, the
arrogance and ignorance of those with academic degrees, and the insane ideological and value
conflicts that provide a social basis for all that is so wrong. To wit, all these social diseases are
enforced by shame, anger, fear, deliberation of officialdom, and by behavior patterns that are
excused as “cultural diversity”.
While for some there is value in learning details of the fundamental corruption and nonviability of the present civilization, this too becomes an endless trail leading nowhere.
So many who would be spiritually focused are so confused. Distractions abound from the
tension over economic crises, pandemics, and warfare, revelations of alleged secrets, and a
circus side-show of countless topics from aliens to black holes. Where do such matters lead?
How do they lead to spiritual evolution and reconnection with our true source?

Worrying and the “White Knuckle Grip”
Recent correspondence has included letters from people with many questions about issues and
events and wild speculations, all of which so easily overwhelming to anyone not adequately
prepared.
I find myself paying less and less attention these days to all the many sources and details of
various events that I used to monitor. What does it matter who “shoots first”? (It never did.)
One cannot believe what is presented without some understanding of the agenda behind the
presenter. Even so-called eyewitnesses give false information and some are not even actual
eyewitnesses. Most of the so-called alternative news sources and whistle-blower forums are
primarily disinformation rumor mills and self-serving to their sources. It is becoming
increasing difficult to filter out the meme-engineering and misdirection from what valid
information.
I have tried to describe the basic principles that are operational during this period of the
collapse and dissolution of human civilization. There are no national or political parties to
support or oppose (there never really were any) and unless it is in your immediate locale, there
are no votes to cast, no organizations to support, no flags to wave, no nations to support or
oppose, etc. As this civilization moves more deeply into collapse, there will be many new and
old groups calling for support and involvement. While the majority of participants will have
good intentions (misguided as they may be) these national or international efforts primarily
and fundamentally are to maintain ways to keep people’s energies tied in to the “matrix world
order”. Whether to support or oppose the paradigm of this civilization, this type of polarized
engagement becomes an avenue for the dissipation and parasitization of spiritual energy.
So here are a few things from the 3d world to consider your responses in advance: What if
there was a new coalition of organizations that are various expressions of social/ spiritual/
progressives/ eco-greens suddenly saying they are willing to cooperate? And what if you knew
their leadership came from similar backgrounds and training and were mostly promoting Al
Gore and the global climate changes as the greatest threat ever? Is this what is going to “save
humanity”? Then consider the deeply imbedded corruption by human and higher level dark
forces of core beliefs, values, and motivations? The vicious internecine conflicts between and
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within various religious and ideological tendencies. Consider the profound implications of the
pervasiveness and acceptance of all types of child abuse? Of the abuse of all life? Consider if
nuclear bombs or missiles are used in a combination of a new middle east region war and/or
USA cities? (Remember it does not matter who it is claimed to have acted first, there is no
way to verify such stories; and as well there are many “missing” nuclear weapons.) What if
Obama (or other “world leader”) is dramatically taken off the stage? What if the lights went out
from a massive power grid failure due to space energies? What if there was a president
running for office in the USA who promised “new hope” and “real change”? What if it was
announced there was an alien invasion underway and all humans must work together (under
the powers that be) to defend their “way of life” as humans? How would any of this affect your
spiritual self?
Consider how ultimately there is no blame, no shame, and that humanity might be “made
new”, remade according to the high intention of creation.

An Interim Antidote
Local communities of people are important for those who are called to “do something” on
their own behalf or with others. Virtual networks based upon high commonalities are useful in
sharing information and mutual support but they are not a substitute for a geographically local
connection. Eventually more will link up via higher dimensions and this will begin a new stage
in the process of the next evolution beyond this version of humanity, one that includes higher
self as part of its human existence. This is one facet of the return of Light and the return of
Grace.
Trust, caring, service in a larger spiritual context is the basis for a new future for those who
may continue their existence on this planet.
Those who have been most clear and true to higher spiritual destiny are receding into a more
quiet life in 3d while those who are attempting to co-opt this for distorted purposes are noisily
adding to the growing confused insanity of the “alternative media” and new age. In many
ways this is an interesting parallel to the early period in the formation of the USA whereby
those who chose to explore a direct path to god consciousness and spiritual evolution left the
towns and the growing insanity of religious zealotry and the mania of capitalist exploitation.
Now it is becoming more and more a matter of staying focused on the higher self and true
spiritual gnosis.

How Are You Attending?
More data does not lead to better information, more information does not lead to greater
knowledge, more knowledge does not lead to wisdom. Wisdom in the ways of humans does
not lead to true spiritual wisdom or awakening. This is one of the messages of the story of the
tree of life and the tree of knowledge.
Disengagement physically, mentally, and psychically from the old is essential. There is nothing
to wait for.
To those who are clear about up from down, right from left, in and out, etc. it is your call as to
how you assist others in understanding the truth of human 3d reality and the nature of
spiritual reality –if this is something you choose out of a higher knowing.
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From the point of view of the higher levels, all the human divisions, conflicts, and suffering of
the human world are seen as part of the same paradigm control matrix that is breaking down
and dissolving. From the point of view of “high compassion”, one can see all this without any
attachment to blame or shame on behalf of humanity. It is the return of the Light and our
conscious reconnection to the Light that is the destiny of the human expression of Spirit.
Whether or not there will be a population of humans from this era on Earth who persist and
thrive through catastrophic changes to go on to become a new type of human, remains to be
seen. Once those humans who cannot decouple from this paradigm are gone, there appears to
be one last general bifurcation: between those who remain embodied to be the basis for a new
humanity that is free from the human and higher level dark influences, and those who go on
to other states of existence. These bifurcations are not mutually exclusive, nor are they
antagonistic. They are what they are. There is no judgment or right or wrong to any of this.
For some who are called to simply and lovingly alleviate human suffering, it is often a painful
thing to see so much of this growing so quickly every day throughout the world.
For those who are not in such a position but still meshed like a gear in the matrix world,
pulling out that last “gear” to remove the connection is also very tough and frightening in so
many ways to the human self.
In all cases, this is why it is so very important to develop more of the inner connection to ones
higher being and god self and to god/creator of all.
From this it becomes more possible to “be in this world yet not of it”.

Concluding Remarks
Presently, humanity has not the capacity to make significant changes in its internal or external
operating environment. There is no basis for external social, political, economic, technological,
etc. agencies of change, no organizations, “-ism’s” or other tendencies that exist at present or
in the near term future. One recent example can be seen with Haiti, where roughly 10,000
NGO’s have some sort of presence –the highest per capita ratio anywhere in the world. One
must wonder what they were all really doing there over all these years? Two months after
earthquakes left approximately one million homeless, there are encampments of people
without even protection from the rainy season that is beginning. Given the history of the past
five hundred years, this all points to a population reduction goal through neglect and disease
while a new base of military and industrial operations is expanded to support the powers-thatbe plans for expanded global control.
The basis for evolutionary changes to human 3d awareness and existence are taking place at
our own higher-self levels and beyond. Those humans who are aware of this have ways to
participate more directly and consciously. Those who do not, will find their human selves on
whatever trajectory they are on until a larger intervention occurs. Such intervention is most
likely to come to them via their higher self.
Over this recent century, humans have lived through the deaths of hundreds of millions of
their fellow beings without showing the capacity to change the assumptions and
manifestations of their existence. To date, humans have only shown a capacity to adapt to
changing conditions of an ongoing imprisonment under whatever cultural flavor the powersPage 18 of 20
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that-be have found convenient to decorate the prison landscape with. No level of darkness,
horrors, or otherwise has been of sufficient contrast for enough humans to act coherently to
put a halt to such a tortured existence that has had repercussions at levels of existence far
beyond ordinary 3d reality. This decoupling has only occurred with small pockets or thin
layers of various social structures.
“High compassion” informs the spiritually aware that humanity is not itself to be held
responsible for this ongoing situation. Without access to spiritual free-will, it is not possible for
the human expression of larger soul beings to act other than they have. Furthermore,
conditions at both the higher levels and ordinary 3d levels have been continuously
manipulated by dark forces operating at all these levels.
A return of Light is underway, but exactly what this will mean for the extant human population
upon Earth is not knowable at this time and can only be speculated upon based upon growing
signs everywhere. Neither psychics or human-level forecasting systems can predict what is to
unfold, except in general terms. Even portrayal of the most likely aftermath remains too
speculative to write any more of than has already been stated through material sent out in
2009 and in this update.
One mistaken set of beliefs rests upon treating all humans as the same as one another, as
spiritually homogenous. This is likely an extension from the “as below” into the “as above” of
the false meme of all people and all beliefs are equal and equally valid. While all humans may
share a commonality in physical existence on Earth at this time and space, the spiritual
purpose and direction is unique to each. We can, however appreciate our greater spiritual
nature and connect at various vibrational levels based upon shared resonance. Once being
spiritually informed through our own higher self, then various group work can be undertaken.
For those who are paying attention to the social and energetic changes at the human levels,
one can expect the end of the consumer economy, rising global fascism in every respect,
humans rebelling against it, humans ignorantly supporting it, escalations of war, including use
of nuclear bombs/missiles, more manufactured terrorism incidents, and so on and so forth.
One can also expect solar and space energies and large-scale earth changes that will limit the
extent of many human destructive actions while new forms of human destructive actions may
arise. In short, the transition period we are now entering is not going to be very pleasant to
our human selves. There is also the catalyzing of new and dormant energy circuits in our
subtle bodies.
There will be those who persist in maintaining their physical life, since that is the level at
which most people presently operate, there will be those who will withdraw from this and
focus upon their higher gnosis from which they will be spiritually informed, and there will be
those many who will find sudden release from their physical lives. And some will persist in
spiritual evolutionary communities that are in locales that are safe from the madness of
human chaos and major earth changes.
What the transformation and ascension process will be like will be unique to each. There will
be those who consciously walk out of their biological bodies using their energy body and
higher bodies, leaving their human body behind. So to them it will be as if they have walked
out, much as in an out-of-body-experience (OBE). This will result in a human vibrating in a
range that is largely invisible to most people at present, what happens next will be largely
something internal to that human-identified-human who is free of normal 3d restrictions but
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still limited by its identification with its previous human life. Some may find they are moving
into a partially ascended state of awareness, their human bodies seem to be improving in
various ways and their awareness of reality has been expanded beyond limited 3d human they
had been accustomed to. Some may well disappear, body and all. Some may quickly move to
a more unified field as their major energy bodies consolidate into one that is not differentiated
across so many vibrational dimensions.
(I invite NES/GA:News readers to share their experiences. One recent occurrence involved all
the major and minor charkas lighting up and the human awareness and its energy body going
on walkabout, returning to its resting biological body. Another involved encountering a neutral
(unoccupied) dimensional space where there was the potential to influence this present reality.
If you like, email me at info@pfcn.net all comments will be treated confidentially.)
In addition, there seem to be large numbers of people who catastrophically die from their
bodies and from there will be assisted and helped to sort things out at the next level up.
And then there will be those who will “keep on keeping on” –“righteously”, “unrighteously”, or
otherwise out of habit until it is time to leave. It will be from this milieu that there is the
potential for a continuity of this version of human being to a more spiritually and energetically
evolved version on this Earth. And there is much more.
All of these changes are largely something between 3d you and your higher “you”. While there
is very little the human 3d “you” can actual do, it does help to have clear, focused and
consistent intention to reconnection to one’s higher being. For those who wish to have a more
participatory role, there are the exercises mentioned in the December 2009 issue GA:News
(see www.pfcn.net “Articles and Bulletins”)
For those who are called to continue working among other humans, personal and social
healing that leads to spiritual evolution and developing awakened community, become
important interim activities. Consider the possibilities for self and community, using basic
principles such as trust, caring, service as part of a larger spiritual connection.
All my best to you,
-ASK
~~~

As usual, please feel free to email me at info@pfcn.net.
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